
 

Background 

Cable operators face unprecedented competition from nimble competitors – including telco, satellite and OTT operators - which are moving at web 
speed and poaching subscribers with their superior services and TV user experience (UX). Until recently, cable’s closed and proprietary video 
infrastructure presented a major roadblock when responding to these competitive threats.  Fortunately, new technology developments, such as 
HTML5 and RDK, enable cable operators to deliver high impact UXs that match the velocity and innovation of their rivals. This paper explores how 
these new initiatives will enable cable operators to usher in a new era in breakthrough TV user experiences.   

 

STB Legacy Architecture 

In the past, the TV UX on set-top boxes (STBs) relied on customized, proprietary software architectures. This hindered MSOs by locking them to a 
single vendor dependency and put limitations on services flexibility. All UX changes had to be designed, built and delivered by vendors, which was 
slow and expensive.  Recent technology developments allow a new path forward – one that leverages open industry and web standards. This new 
approach offers MSOs the services innovation, flexibility and velocity required to compete at cost points unachievable even a couple of years ago.  
Cable operators can now deliver differentiating services and applications offered through a content rich, immersive and high performance UX that 
can also seamlessly extend from the STB to include multi-screen delivery.  

 

Reimagining the User Experience on the STB  

In a world of services and applications innovation, the STB user experience must achieve best-in-class benchmarks across multiple dimensions in 
order to recapture the imagination of consumers and match the experience from their competitors. These dimensions include: fast application 
performance, ease of navigation to find applications and content, elegant and sleek design, access to essential web video destinations, personalized 
experiences, unified search across multiple content sources, and the ability to leverage social media. Incorporating this set of features will ensure 
superior TV user experiences and will allow MSOs to regain a competitive edge. Below is a look at the technological developments that will drive a 
best in class TV user experience. 

 

STB Hardware Advances 

System on a chip (SOC) technologies used in modern STBs offer an unparalleled increase in computational abilities based on multi-core chipsets, 
graphics acceleration and large memory footprints at cost points tailored for volume deployment.  This technological development makes it possible 
to deliver a whole new set of user experiences such as 3D animations and full Web access.  

 

HTML5: Transforming the UX  

With support from all of the industry’s leading Web browsers, HTML5 is now being widely adopted as the standard for cloud-based applications and 
services.  This approach is capable of offering simplicity and flexibility to video UIs on STBs.  It offers the ability to streamline content delivery, 
provides a common authoring language across multiple devices, and enables a more interactive television user experience. Through an HTML5-
based STB client, MSOs can push interactive content to viewers as well as augment content on tablets or smart phones. With HTML5, MSOs have 
much more flexibility in delivering content, advertising, and merchandizing to consumers. This allows cable operators to quickly deliver new content 
and react to user preferences and competitors. HTML5 supports a variety of multimedia and graphics capabilities, including high-speed animation 
and sophisticated visual effects. Utilizing these technologies, content providers can deliver engaging Web applications and UIs to TV viewers, 
including 3D graphics. The ideal STB architecture is described on the next page in Figure 1. The architecture is based on several principles: leveraging 
web technologies; improve time to market; hardware independence; supporting a full web browsing experience; providing consistent behavior 
between devices by leveraging HTML5; and, keeping the client simple by migrating ‘heavy lifting’ functions to the cloud. 
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RDK Accelerates Innovation  

RDK is a major industry initiative that promises to have a great impact on 
the STB user experience. It is a standardized, pre-integrated software 
layer that creates a common framework for powering set-top boxes, 
accelerating the development and deployment of next-generation video 
services.  RDK software provides a separation from STB hardware, 
enabling new features and better cost points.  The RDK architecture 
permits STBs to leverage web standard technologies like HTML5 and 
CSS3D for app development in the applications layer. This provides 
operators with a platform to rapidly innovate and seamlessly integrate 
Web-based applications so they can deliver a compelling STB user 
experience for IP video services.  

By deploying a STB client that leverages the industry standardization and 
momentum of RDK together with the flexibility of HTML5 based 
applications; operators can deliver a variety of high-performance video 
applications. These By deploying a STB client that leverages the industry 
standardization and momentum of RDK together with the flexibility of 
HTML5 based applications; operators can deliver a variety of high-
performance video applications. These applications include information 
rich and poster centric electronic program guides offering high impact;  
captivating UIs with advanced animations and transitions; blended 
interaction with popular Web apps like Facebook and Twitter; and, 
personalization for tailoring services to each STB user in the household. 
These innovations permit the STB solution to easily deliver regional 
specific services like HbbTV. 

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion 
The STB remains the single most important device on which to provide users access to a broad range of applications and services via a 
compelling user experience. This, in turn, drives the bulk of video services revenue for cable operators. Leveraging recent technological 
innovations and open Web standards such as HTML5, operators can react rapidly to market input without the constraints of previous 
generation solutions.  This permits them deliver a broad range of services and applications through an exceptional user experience on 
STBs and to extend this experience to other devices with faster time-to-market and significantly lower development costs.  These 
technologies leverage the innovation and flexibility of the Web to create a UI with high visual impact and performance. The result? A 
user experience that is intuitive and easily integrates new content and services.  Consumers will soon see a dramatic move from a 
static experience into one that is personalized, rich with 3D graphics and real-time connectivity making it much easier to find and 
subscribe to content and services. This new era will accelerate the pace of innovation and deployment that will reimagine the user 
experience, ensuring operators maintain their market leadership by offering easy to access and use services and applications which 
delight and entertain audiences like never before.  
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